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While there has been extensive research on race-detection algorithms for task parallel programs, most of this research has focused on optimizing a particular component — namely reachability analysis, which checks whether two instructions are logically in parallel. Little attention has been paid to the other important component, namely the access history, which stores all memory locations previous instructions have accessed. In theory, the access history component adds no asymptotic overhead; however, in practice, it is often the most expensive component of race detection since it is queried and (possibly) updated at each memory access. We optimize this component based on the observation that, typically, strands within parallel programs access contiguous blocks of memory. Therefore, instead of maintaining the access history at the granularity of individual memory locations, we maintain it at the granularity of these (varying size) intervals. To enable this access history, we propose (1) compiler and runtime mechanisms that allow us to efficiently collect these intervals and (2) a tree-based access history data structure that allows us to update and query it at this interval granularity. The resulting tool can race detect fork-join code with amortized constant overhead, assuming the number of intervals is small compared to the total work of the computation. Our evaluations indicate that this technique improves the performance of race detection on several benchmarks.

1 Introduction

A determinacy race [9] (or a general race [19]), occurs when two or more logically parallel instructions access the same memory location in a conflicting way, i.e., at least one of the accesses is a write. In the context of the ask-parallel programming, determinacy races are often considered bugs since they can lead to nondeterministic behaviors.

Researchers have proposed several algorithms for detecting determinacy races in task-parallel code [16, 9, 10, 24, 2, 11, 35, 33, 39, 1, 36, 40]. Most of this work focuses on detecting races “on the fly” as program executes for a particular input. These algorithms provide the strong guarantee that the race detector has no false positives and if the race detector does not find a race, then the program has no races for that input. Such on-the-fly race detectors consist of two important components: (1) a reachability analysis component that determines whether two strands — a sequence of instructions containing no parallel control — are logically in parallel with each other, and (2) an access history (also called shadow memory) component that records (possibly a subset of) strands that have accessed a given memory location in the past. When a strand s accesses a particular memory location x, the race detector first queries the access history to find prior strands that have accessed x in a conflicting way. Next, the race detector queries the reachability component to determine if any of the strands with conflicting accesses is logically in parallel with the current strand s. If so, a race is reported. If not, the access history is updated with this new strand s so future strands can detect races.

The prior work on race detection has primarily focused on designing data structures and/or runtime mechanisms for maintaining the reachability component in a provably and practically efficient manner. In contrast, the access history has received little attention. Most prior race detectors maintain access history by using an optimized hashmap to maintain the mapping from each memory address to previous accesses, which allows for (amortized) constant time insertions and queries from the access history. In practice, however, the management of access history often incurs much higher overhead than the reachability component does.

To illustrate this fact, Figure 1 shows the overhead of each component of a vanilla sequential race detector for Cilk [3, 15], a C/C++-based task parallel platform. This race detector implements SP-Order [2], a state-of-the-art algorithm which incurs constant overhead for managing reachability for fork-join parallel computations. SP-Order executes the computation sequentially; based on the parallel constructs observed during execution, it maintains a reachability data structure that can
answer the queries about whether two strands are logically in parallel. The vanilla race detector uses an optimized two-level page-table-like hashmap to manage access history. In Figure 1, the baseline column is the running time of the program without race detection. The reachability column shows the execution times that account for the compiler instrumentation and data structure updates to maintain the reachability data structure. The full column shows the execution times with both reachability and access history components\(^1\), indicating that access history is the most expensive component of race detection.

In this paper, we propose mechanisms to speed up sequential race detectors for task-parallel code, focusing on optimizing the access history component. The key observation is as follows: For many task-parallel programs, a single strand typically performs many accesses to contiguous memory locations. We shall refer to a range of contiguous memory accessed by the samestrand as an interval. Figure 1 shows the number of distinct (four-byte) memory words read/written and the number of intervals read/written for the tested benchmarks. The number of intervals can be several magnitudes smaller than the number of memory words. If we manage access history at the granularity of intervals instead of memory words, we can reduce both the time overhead and memory footprint of the access history.

Given this observation, we propose two advances to optimize the access history. First, instead of checking races at every memory access, we wait until end of a strand and check for races on all accesses performed by the strand at this point. This allows us to perform temporal and spatial coalescing. In temporal coalescing, we remove duplicate accesses — if the strand accesses the same memory location again and again, we only check for races and record this access once at the end of the strand, thereby reducing the number of queries to the access history and reachability. In spatial coalescing, we coalesce contiguous memory accesses within a strand into intervals and invoke the access history to be represented in a more compact data structure. Instead of storing accesses at word granularity in a hashmap, we store them as intervals. Doing so allows the access history to be represented in a more compact fashion, but we need a data structure that allows for efficient updates and queries of intervals. Given an interval to insert (or query), we must find all overlapping intervals already in the data structure efficiently.

We use a balanced binary search tree data structure to maintain the access history. (Our implementation uses treaps \([34, 30]\), but any balanced binary search tree would work.) Our construction differs from normal interval trees since it enforces that no two intervals within the tree overlap and allows one to quickly identify all overlapping intervals. In particular, the cost of inserting and querying in our data structure for an interval \(x\) is \(O(h + k)\) where \(h\) is the height of the tree and \(k\) is the number of intervals that overlap with \(x\). By maintaining a balanced binary search tree such as a treap, our insert and query cost is bounded by \(O(lg n + k)\) (with high probability), where \(n\) is the number of intervals in the treap when \(x\) is inserted. This leads us to the overall computation time as follows: Given a computation with \(T_1\) work — the time it takes to execute the computation on one processor — our race detector runs in \(O(T_1 + n lg n)\) time, where \(n\) is the number of intervals generated by the program. If \(n\) is small compared to \(T_1\), which is typically the case, our race detector can race detect the computation in \(O(T_1)\) time, incurring amortized constant overhead.

We have developed a race detector for task-parallel code based on this design, called STINT. Experiments suggest that our optimizations are beneficial. Compared to the vanilla system, which has an average overhead (geometric means) of 78.13\(\times\), STINT incurs an average overhead (geometric means) of 18.61\(\times\), which is a 4\(\times\) improvement. We also analyzed the treap operation overhead in detail, and found that a treap operation overhead tends to be dominated by the tree height as the number of overlap intervals tends to be really small. Moreover, since the treap overhead is small compared to other operations performed by STINT, the race detector overhead remains stable as the number of intervals increases.

---

\(^1\)The access history part includes queries to the reachability component, as the tool checks for races as it updates the access history.
### 2 Preliminaries

This paper focuses on fork-join parallelism, which creates a particular class of computation, called \textit{series-parallel DAG} [37]. For the reachability component of our detector, we utilize \textit{SP-Order} [2], a sequential race detection algorithm for fork-join parallel programs. This section briefly explain these concepts.

**Fork-Join Parallelism.** Languages and libraries that enable fork-join parallelism typically provide two main keywords for expressing logical parallelism: \texttt{spawn} and \texttt{sync}. The \texttt{spawn} keyword precedes a subroutine call and denotes that the spawned subroutine is allowed to execute in parallel with the continuation of the parent. The \texttt{sync} keyword ensures that all previously spawned subroutines must return before the control can pass the \texttt{sync} statement.\(^2\)

The DAG Model. Parallel computations can be modeled as \textit{directed-acyclic graphs} (or \textit{DAG} for short), where nodes represent \texttt{strands}, a sequence of instructions containing no parallel control (i.e., \texttt{spawn} or \texttt{sync}), and edges represent dependences. For a pair of nodes in a DAG, they are \texttt{in series} if there is a path from one to the other, and are \texttt{in parallel} otherwise. Fork-join computations generate a special class of DAGs called \textit{series-parallel DAGs} [37] (or \texttt{SP DAGs} for short) that can be constructed by repeatedly using series and parallel compositions.

The DAG unfolds dynamically as the program executes. When the execution encounters a \texttt{spawn}, a \texttt{spawn node} is created with two children. By convention, the left child is the first node of the spawned subroutine and the right child is the node representing the continuation of the parent. When the execution successfully passes a \texttt{sync}, it creates a \texttt{sync node} with multiple incoming edges. Thus, sequential execution of the computation corresponds to a depth-first left-to-right (i.e., spawned subroutine first) traversal of the DAG, henceforth referred to as the \textit{sequential order}. Based on this convention, we say that a node \(a\) is to the \texttt{left-of} node \(b\) if either 1) \(a\) is in parallel with \(b\) and precedes \(b\) in the sequential order, or 2) \(a\) is in series with \(b\) and follows \(b\) in the sequential order.

**Race Detecting SP DAGs.** We utilize the SP-Order algorithm [2] which maintains the reachability by remembering executed strands in two total orders: the \texttt{English order} that follows the sequential order and the \texttt{Hebrew order} that mirrors it (i.e., depth-first and right-to-left). Given an SP DAG, maintaining two such orders suffices to perform reachability analysis. In prior work, Feng and Leiserson [9] showed that to race detect fork-join code \textit{sequentially}, it suffices to store the leftmost reader and the last writer (in sequential order) for each memory location. SP-Order enables us to check for whether a new reader is left-of the previous reader in constant time.

### 3 Compile-Time and Runtime Coalescing

This section discusses the compile-time coalescing, which can decrease instrumentation overhead, and runtime coalescing, which reduces the number of intervals and provides the additional benefit of deduplication.

**3.1 Compile-Time Coalescing** To perform compile-time coalescing, the race detector uses the Tapir compiler [29] and leverages its representation of task parallelism. Although the details of how the compiler performs coalescing are beyond the scope of this paper, we examine at a high level what coalescing the compiler can and cannot do.

Algorithm 1 presents a pseudocode example of compile-time coalescing for the base case of the matrix-multiplication code (\texttt{mmul}) from the Cilk-5 distribution [14]. The \texttt{mmul} benchmark performs dense matrix-multiplication on matrices stored in row-major order using a parallel recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm. This algorithm divides the input matrices along

---

\(^2\)Languages differ in exact semantics and keywords, but most task parallel languages support such fork-join parallelism.

---

**Figure 1:** Overheads of a vanilla race detector. Time shown in seconds. The first four columns from left to right show the benchmark name, its running time without race detection, that with only the reachability component, and that with the full race detection. The numbers in parenthesis show the overhead comparing to the baseline.
Algorithm 1: Base case of matmul

Data: Submatrices $A$, $B$, and $C$, of size $m \times n$, $n \times p$, and $m \times p$ respectively, where each submatrix lies inside a larger $N \times N$ matrix that is stored in row-major order.

Result: $C \leftarrow C + A \cdot B$

1. for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $m$ do
2.   __coalesced_load_hook($C[i \cdot N]$, $p$);
3.   __coalesced_store_hook($C[i \cdot N]$, $p$);
4. for $j \leftarrow 0$ to $p$ do
5.   $t \leftarrow \text{load}(C[i \cdot N + j])$;
6.   __coalesced_store_hook($C[i \cdot N]$, $n$);
7. for $k \leftarrow 0$ to $n$ do
8.   $a \leftarrow \text{load}(A[i \cdot N + k])$;
9.   __load_hook($B[k \cdot N + j]$);
10. $b \leftarrow \text{load}(B[k \cdot N + j])$;
11. $t \leftarrow t + a + b$;
12. __store($C[i \cdot N + j]$, $t$);

3.2 Runtime Coalescing

While more sophisticated compiler analysis can reveal additional opportunities to coalesce, the inherent limitations of compile-time coalescing motivate runtime coalescing. Not only can the runtime coalesce accesses to matrix $B$ shown in Algorithm 1 but it can also coalesce intervals that depend on the input, such as the insertion sort for the base case of the sort benchmark, which may repeatedly store to the same range of memory locations between two pointers (pseudocode included in Appendix A). Since such stores are predicated on the comparison of input values, the compiler cannot statically determine the range of memory locations being stored to.

To perform runtime coalescing, we use a bit hashmap to keep track of which memory locations are accessed during a strand’s execution. The bit hashmap is a compact version of the access history hashmap used by vanilla described in Section 1. Specifically, we use two separate two-level page-table like hashmaps to perform runtime coalescing: one for read accesses and one for write accesses. When an access is made, the prefix and suffix of its address are used to index into the first- and second-level tables, respectively. Tables at the second level are initialized lazily on first access. Each second-level table contains an array of 64-bit integers, where each bit represents a four-byte range. A bit is set if the corresponding word is accessed within the current strand and unset otherwise.

Runtime coalescing exploits the fact that the compiler performs some coalescing. When a coalesced load or store hook executes, the setting of the corresponding bits are done using bit tricks that employ bit-level parallelism. As the hashmap tends to be sparsely populated, vectors are used to remember indices corresponding to the first and second-level table entries set within the strand. After the strand finishes, we iterate through to an individual element of $C$ in the $j$ loop. A similar analysis allows the compiler to represent the accesses to $A$ with a coalesced-load on line 6.

Algorithm 1 also shows an existing limitation of the compiler’s ability to coalesce instrumentation. In particular, line 9 shows that the compiler does not coalesce instrumentation for loads from the $B$ matrix (line 10). In this code, the $k$ loop (lines 7–11) reads the $B$ submatrix in column-major order. But because the $B$ matrix is stored in row-major order, the reads from $B$ in the $k$ loop do not cover contiguous memory locations. Hence, the compiler’s analysis of the load operation on line 10 in the context of the $k$ loop does not allow it to generate coalesced instrumentation for these loads. As a result, the compiler simply instruments the load on line 10 directly, using a call to __load_hook on line 9.
the stored indices to compute the intervals accessed and clear out the table entries for the next strand.

Runtime coalescing provides multiple benefits. First, runtime coalescing directly observes the program execution and can discover opportunities due to input-dependent or pointer-based operations that the compiler struggles to analyze. Second, overlapping intervals generated at two different points in the same strand are merged into a single interval. Finally, runtime coalescing provides **deduplication**: multiple accesses to the same memory location within a strand are coalesced into one, which incurs a single update/query to the access history as opposed to multiple. In contrast, the vanilla race detector checks for races at each access. Even though the repeated memory accesses will generate repeated updates to the runtime coalescing bit hashmaps, updates on the bit hashmaps are significantly cheaper than those on the hashmap access history used in vanilla, because the hashmap access history keeps track of much more data in order to perform race detection. As we shall see in Section 5, both compile-time and runtime coalescing provide benefit, but the runtime coalescing provides greater benefit due to these reasons.

4 Interval-Based Access History

We now describe the access history data structure that efficiently supports (1) query to find all intervals that potentially conflict with a given interval; and (2) update to the data structure to insert the new interval. We also analyze its theoretical performance.

Recall that in a sequential race detector for fork-join parallelism, it suffices for each memory location to store its last writer and left-most reader [9]. In a traditional access history data structure, when a strand $s$ writes to this memory location $\ell$, we check if $s$ is in parallel with the left-most reader of $\ell$ or with the last writer and declare a race if so. The strand $s$ is now stored as the last writer of this location. Similarly, if $s$ reads this memory location, we check if $s$ is in parallel with the last writer and declare a race if so. We then check if $s$ is left-of the existing left-most reader and store $s$ as the left-most reader if so.

We want to store intervals instead of individual memory locations in the access history. We keep separate data structures for read intervals and write intervals. Each of these will store interval objects, say $x$ with three fields: $x$.'start and $x$.'end denote the beginning (inclusive) and end (exclusive) of the interval and $x$.'accessor stores the strand we want to store — the last writer for the write data structure and the left-most reader for the read data structure. When convenient, we denote an interval as three-tuple: [start, end, accessor]. The intervals stored within each data structure must be disjoint from each other since each memory location can have at most one last writer and one left-most reader.

When a new strand $s$ generates an interval, it is represented as an interval object $o$ with the appropriate start and end values and accessor $s$. We must check if any access within $o$ races with any pre-existing access in the access history (if so, report a race) and then update the access history. However, this is not straightforward. Consider the following example. Say we had the following read intervals: $[8, 16, a], [24, 32, b], [40, 52, c], [52, 60, d]$. We get a new read interval $[12, 56, e]$. The tree after the update depends on the relationship of $e$ with all other intervals. Say $e$ is left of $a$ and $c$, but not $b$ and $d$. After the update, the data structure must store $[8, 12, a], [12, 24, c], [24, 32, b], [32, 52, c], [52, 60, d]$. Thus, a new interval may overlap with many previous intervals and some previous overlapping intervals may remain entirely, and some may be removed or trimmed.

Intervals are stored in two binary search trees (one each for read and write intervals) keyed by the start field of the interval. The data structure is similar to interval trees [6][Chp.14.3]; however, we enforce the additional non-overlapping property that all intervals in the tree must be disjoint. The two trees behave a little differently since the accessor for each interval must be the last writer in the write tree and the left-most reader in the read tree.

Say we are processing strand $x$ with accessor $s$. Since the strands are processed by the race detector in sequential order, all previous intervals already in the tree are “before” $s$ in sequential order. Therefore, if $x$ overlaps any pre-existing interval in the write tree, then $x$ is kept since $s$ is always the last writer and the old interval is trimmed or removed. As we saw in the example above, this is not true in the read tree since $s$ may not be the left-most reader for all memory locations in $x$. Therefore, when we see an overlap, we must check whether the old reader or the new reader is the left-most reader. We will first describe how we insert an interval in the write tree and then the read tree. We then describe how we do queries.

4.1 Updating the Write Tree

Given a tree $T$ (as a pointer to the root) and a write interval $x$, we will use a recursive procedure to update the tree to reflect the accesses represented by interval $x$. We will remove/trim all intervals that overlap with $x$ to maintain the invariant that no intervals overlap with each other in the tree.

The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2. There are two main procedures, INSERTWRITEINTERVAL and
The InsertWriteInterval is the main procedure that is called at the root of the tree. The procedure is called recursively as we walk down the tree. When we are at a particular tree node, say $y$ in the tree and trying to insert node $x$, we can be in the following 4 cases.

A. **No overlap**: As shown in Figure 2(A), when $x$ and $y$ don’t overlap, we simply recurse down to one of its children. In particular, if $x$ is completely to the right of $y$ ($y.end \leq x.start$), no intervals in $y$’s left subtree can overlap with $x$ since they all end before $y.start$. However, some intervals in $y$’s right subtree may overlap with $x$, so we recurse by calling InsertWriteInterval($y.right, x$). If $y.right$ is empty, we simply insert this interval at this leaf.

B. **Partial overlap**: Figure 2(B) illustrates the operations when $x$ partially overlaps with $y$ and is to the right of $y$ ($y.start < x.start, x.start < y.end < x.end$). In this case, $y.accessor$ is the last writer for part of the old interval (from $y.start$ to $x.start$), but $x.accessor$ is the last writer for memory locations after it. Therefore, we set $y.end = x.start$. Again, no intervals in the left subtree of $y$ can intersect with $x$, and we recurse on the right subtree of $y$ by calling InsertWriteInterval($x, y.left$). A symmetric procedure is used when $x$ is to the left of $y$ for both this case and the previous case.

C. **Full overlap; old interval $y$ bigger**: Figure 2(C) illustrates the operation when $y$ fully encompasses $x$ ($y.start \leq x.start$ and $y.end \geq x.end$). We have up to three intervals [$y.start, x.start, y.accessor$, $x.start, x.end, x.accessor$, $x.end, y.end, y.accessor$]. We keep any one of these intervals at this location in the tree (replacing the old $y$) and recurse down the tree to insert the other two intervals. In Figure 2 we keep the middle interval and insert the left and right intervals. Note that none of these intervals overlap with any other interval in the tree since they collectively made up $y$ which was already in the tree before and didn’t overlap with anything. Therefore, we will fall into case A from now on out — we just walk down the tree and insert in the appropriate leaf.

D. **Full overlap; new interval $x$ bigger**: Figure 2(D) illustrates case where $x$ fully encompasses $y$. Now $y$ can be removed from the tree entirely and replaced with $x$. However, there may be more intervals in both the left and right subtrees of $y$ which also overlap with $x$. Therefore, we use a function called RemoveOverlap to find and remove/trim these intervals. There are two versions of this function: RemoveOverlapLeft($y, x$) which is called on the left subtree and RemoveOverlapRight($y, x$) which is called on the right subtree. This function is illustrated separately in Figure 3 and explained below.\(^4\)

---

\(^4\)We can (optionally) trim $x$ so that it ends at $y.start$ when calling RemoveOverlap. The explanation is easier without, however.
that REMOVEOVERLAPLEFT(z, x) is first called when a newly inserted interval x replaced an interval y which was fully within x and z was the left child of y. The general invariant is that REMOVEOVERLAPLEFT(z, x) is called on a node z when x has been inserted into some ancestor of z to z’s right (therefore, x.end ≥ z.end) and the purpose is to find and remove/trim intervals that overlap with x. This is also a recursive function and a subset of its cases are illustrated in Figure 3. Note that there are fewer cases since z cannot fully encompass x due to the invariant of this function. We also show parent(z) (the old y in the example used in INSERTWRITEINTERVAL) in these figures for two reasons. First, as we will see soon, we need it for one of the cases. More importantly, we wanted to point out that even though REMOVEOVERLAPLEFT is initially called on the left child, as we make recursive calls, it can be eventually called on a right child — the function remains unchanged regardless.

A. **No overlap**: If x and z don’t overlap with x to the right of z (z.end < x.start; x cannot be to the left of z for REMOVEOVERLAPLEFT due to the invariant stated above), there can be no overlap in the left subtree of z. Therefore, we recurse on the right subtree by calling REMOVEOVERLAPLEFT(z.right, x).

B. **Partial overlap**: If x and z partially overlap (z.start < x.start < z.end), we trim the interval z by setting z.end = x.start. Again, the left subtree of z cannot overlap with x. Since x is some ancestor of z to the right, the entire right subtree of z must now overlap with x and can be removed, thereby terminating the recursion.

C. **Full overlap** Figure 3(C) illustrates the case where x fully encompasses z. Again, the entire right subtree of z must overlap with x and is removed. In addition z itself is spliced out and replaced with its left subtree by changing the child pointer for parent(z) and the parent pointer of z.left. In addition, we recurse on the left subtree of z by calling REMOVEOVERLAPLEFT(z.left, x) to find any additional intervals that may intersect with x.

4.2 Inserting an Interval in the Read Tree
Maintaining the read tree is more complicated. In a read tree, when the new interval x overlaps with some old interval y, we may keep the y if it is left-of x. As seen in the example at the beginning of the section, this can lead to some intervals being removed and trimmed while the new interval may also be trimmed in many pieces. We have similar cases as the write tree, but the cases are handled differently. As with the write tree, we only show one direction — where x is to the right of y — the other case is symmetric.

![Figure 4: Case D of INSERTREADINTERVAL(y, x).](image-url)

A. **No overlap**: This case is identical to the write tree — we simply recurse to the appropriate subtree.

B. **Partial overlap**: The case of partial overlap is slightly more complicated. We have two cases. If the new accessor x.accessor is left-of the old accessor y.accessor, then the accessor for [y.start, x.start] is old y.accessor but the accessor for x.start onwards is the new x.accessor. Therefore, this case is handled like the write tree — we cut the old interval y down by setting y.end = x.start and recurse to the right subtree by calling INSERTREADINTERVAL(y.right, x). If, on the other hand, the old interval’s accessor y.accessor is left-of x.accessor, then we must keep the entire interval y intact. In this case, we trim x by setting x.start = y.end and use this modified interval x to recurse to the right subtree.

C. **Full overlap; old interval y bigger**: This is the easiest case. If the new interval is left of the old interval, then the read tree behaves like the write tree — the old interval is cut into three portions, one of the portions is kept at this location, and the other two are inserted with guaranteed no further overlap. If the old interval is left of the new interval, we just keep the old interval; nothing changes and we are done.

D. **Full overlap; new interval x bigger**: As illustrated in Figure 4, the case where x fully encompasses y is the most different from the write tree since we cannot simply remove y. First, y might be left of x and therefore must be kept. Even more importantly, there may be other intervals within y’s subtrees that overlap with x and have accessors left of x. Therefore, we cut x into three pieces. The middle portion stays here and is labeled with x.accessor, if x.accessor is left-of y.accessor, or y.accessor oth-
erwise. The other two portions are inserted into the left and right subtrees by recursing.

4.3 Queries to Check for Races In order to check for races with interval \( x \), we must find intervals that overlap with \( x \). Note that the procedure \textsc{InsertWriteInterval} already finds all overlapping intervals as it walks down the tree.\footnote{In fact, \textsc{InsertWriteInterval} also finds all overlaps — \textsc{InsertWriteInterval} is more efficient, however.} The main wrinkle is that when we are in case B or C of \textsc{RemoveOverlap} and remove entire subtrees, we must walk through those subtrees to check for races with all intervals in that subtree. In summary, the race detection procedure works as follows. For a write interval \( x \), first check for races in the write tree by using a procedure similar to \textsc{InsertWriteInterval}, but making no modifications to the tree itself. Then insert into the write tree while checking for races as we go. For a read interval \( x \), first check for races in the write tree by using a procedure similar to \textsc{InsertWriteInterval}, but making no modifications to the tree. Then insert into the read tree by using \textsc{InsertReadInterval}.

4.4 Performance Analysis We have described the algorithm with a generic binary search tree. In order to keep the height low, we use a balanced binary search tree such as a treap which has height \( O(\lg m) \) with high probability if there are \( m \) nodes in the treap.

We first bound the number of intervals that can be in the data structure at any given time. The full proof is in Appendix B. For the write tree, one can easily see that \textsc{InsertWriteInterval} increases the number of intervals by at most 2 since it doesn’t create splits. For the read tree, in principle, the number of intervals in the tree can double with a single insertion. We use an amortization argument to argue that it cannot happen all the time.

\textbf{Lemma 4.1.} When \textsc{InsertWriteInterval} (resp. \textsc{InsertReadInterval}) has been called on the root of the write tree (resp. read tree) \( m \) times, then the total number of intervals in the respective tree is \( O(m) \).

Now we can bound the total insert and query time. The proof is in the Appendix B. Again, it is relatively straightforward to see that queries take \( O(h + k) \) time for write intervals since the procedure involves walking down the tree and checking every overlapping interval. For the read tree, we must again do an amortization argument based on the overlapping intervals.

\textbf{Lemma 4.2.} Inserting an interval and querying into the access history takes \( O(h + k) \) time where \( h \) is the height of the larger tree (read or write) and \( k \) is the number of intervals that overlap with \( x \) across both trees.

\textbf{Theorem 4.1.} Across the entire computation, the total cost of checking for races is \( O(n \lg n + T_1) \) where \( n \) is the total number of intervals generated by the program and \( T_1 \) is the work.

\textit{Proof.} The total number of intervals in either tree never exceeds \( O(n) \) from Lemma 4.1. Therefore, from Lemma 4.2, the cost of each individual interval is \( O(\lg n + k) \) if we use a balanced tree. If an interval overlaps \( k \) other intervals, then it must have size at least \( k \) and therefore, the program must do \( k \) work to generate this interval. Therefore, over all intervals, the total cost of race detection is \( O(n \lg n + T_1) \) where \( n \lg n \) term comes from adding the \( \lg n \) cost over \( n \) intervals and \( T_1 \) comes from adding \( k \) over all intervals. \( \Box \)

5 Empirical Evaluation

In this section, we empirically evaluate STINT, the race detector that incorporates the optimizations described in Sections 3 and 4, and the impact of those optimizations. Experiments suggest that our optimizations are beneficial. Compared to the vanilla system, which has an average overhead (geometric means) of 78.13\%, STINT incurs an average overhead (geometric mean) of 18.61\%. Detailed analysis indicates that the overhead of a single treap operation is dominated by the tree traversal as the number of overlapping intervals tend to be small. Moreover, since the treap overhead is small compared to other operations performed by the race detector, the race detector overhead stays constant as the number of intervals increases.

\textbf{Experimental Setup.} We used seven standard task-parallel benchmarks (where \( b \) indicates base-case size and other parameters describe the input size): Cholesky decomposition (\texttt{chol}, \( n = 2000, z = 20000, b = 16 \)); parallel mergesort (\texttt{sort}, \( n = 2.5e^7, b = 2048 \)); fast-Fourier transform (\texttt{fft}, \( n = 2^{26}, b = 128 \)); heat diffusion simulation on a 2D grid (\texttt{heat}, \( nx = 2048, ny = 2048, b = 10 \)); matrix multiplication (\texttt{mmul}, \( n = 2048, b = 64 \)), and two versions of Strassen’s algorithm for matrix multiplication, \texttt{stra} and \texttt{straz}, which use row-major order layout and Morton Z layout, respectively (\( n = 2048, b = 64 \)).

All experiments were run on a machine with two 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 6148 processors, clocked at 2.40 GHz, with hyperthreading disabled. Each core has separate private 32 KB L1 data and 32 KB L1 instruction caches, and a 1 MB private L2 cache. Each socket has a 27.5 MB shared L3 cache. The machine has 768 GB of main memory. All software is compiled
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with the OpenCilk [28] compiler, based on Tapir [29], with ~03 optimizations and run on Linux kernel version 4.15. We modified the compiler to perform compile-time coalescing as discussed in Section 3. Each data point is the average of 5 runs with standard deviation < 4% unless stated otherwise.

Overview of Results. We ran the benchmarks with the following four versions of the race detector to tease out the impact of each optimization.

- **vanilla** employs an optimized two-level page-table like hashmap to manage access history and uses a compiler that generates instrumentation for each memory access.
- **compiler** introduces the compile-time coalescing discussed in Section 3.1, with the same hashmap to manage access history as in vanilla.
- **comp+rts** includes both compile-time and runtime coalescing discussed in Section 3 but still uses the same hashmap to manage access history.
- **STINT** includes both compile-time and runtime coalescing and uses the treap construction in Section 4 to manage access history.

All race detectors utilize the same implementation based on the SP-Order algorithm [2] to maintain reachability.

These different race detectors allow us to gauge the impact of each optimization. By comparing vanilla and compiler, we gauge how much instrumentation overhead is reduced. By comparing compiler and comp+rts, we gauge how much overhead the full coalescing reduces. By comparing comp+rts and STINT, we measure the impact of using a treap instead of a hashmap, which incurs higher overhead per operation but reaps the full benefit of coalescing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>vanilla</th>
<th>compiler</th>
<th>comp+rts</th>
<th>STINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chol</td>
<td>84.66</td>
<td>82.87</td>
<td>26.73</td>
<td>19.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>488.19</td>
<td>368.76</td>
<td>304.92</td>
<td>489.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat</td>
<td>367.24</td>
<td>326.03</td>
<td>144.43</td>
<td>23.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmul</td>
<td>155.66</td>
<td>345.08</td>
<td>219.25</td>
<td>220.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>72.27</td>
<td>69.39</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>15.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stra</td>
<td>123.43</td>
<td>414.52</td>
<td>96.30</td>
<td>38.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strax</td>
<td>244.54</td>
<td>244.36</td>
<td>100.15</td>
<td>51.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Execution times (in seconds) and overheads of different versions of the race detector compared to the baseline (i.e., no race detection), whose values are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 5 shows the race-detection overhead compared to the baseline execution time, i.e., no race detection, running each version of the detector. For most benchmarks, each additional optimization brings some benefit to the overhead reduction, leading to the final result, where STINT incurs an average (geometric mean) of 18.61× overhead, much less than that of vanilla, 78.13×. The only exception is fft, whose overhead increased from comp+rts to STINT; we explain the reason later in the section.

Compile-Time vs. Runtime Coalescing. Now we analyze in more detail the benefit of compile-time versus runtime coalescing. The overhead decreased between vanilla and compiler but not as substantially as between vanilla and comp+rts for the following reasons. First, comp+rts is able to coalesce more. Although the access history in both comp+rts and compiler handles a given interval at four-byte granularity, the number of intervals generated is correlated with the number of top-level calls into the access history. Thus, comp+rts incurs less function-call overhead to query and update the access history. Second, comp+rts takes advantage of the runtime deduplication, which results in fewer updates to the hashmap.

To get a better sense of how much the compile-time versus runtime coalescing can do, we separately collected various statistics about memory accesses generated by running vanilla, compiler, and comp+rts. We omit the data here due to space constraints, but we summarize our findings here. One can refer to Appendix C for the full data and detailed explanation.

For some benchmarks, such as mmul and heat, the compiler is able to coalesce in a non-negligible way, but not for most benchmarks. The runtime coalescing is much more effective, leading to larger interval sizes and two to three orders of magnitude decrease in the number of intervals. In addition, runtime deduplication provides benefits for most benchmarks.

Hashmap vs. Treap. Now we analyze the overhead of the treap construction in more detail and also explain why fft sees an overhead increase from comp+rts to STINT. We measured the time that comp+rts and STINT spent updating their respective access histories. Indeed, the treap overhead is much larger than that of the hashmap in fft. (See Appendix C Figure 8 for the full data, omitted here due to space constraints.)

There are multiple factors at play here. Given an interval of size $x$, the hashmap needs to perform $2x$ operations (insert and query). On the other hand, while the STINT can reap the benefit of coalescing fully, an update to the treap incurs $O(h+k)$ time, where $h$ is the height of the treap and $k$ is the number of overlaps.

It turns out that while coalescing reduces the number of intervals, the reduction for fft, compared to other benchmarks, is less significant, and the resulting interval size is smaller as well (detailed data included in Appendix C Figure 7). Thus, the trade-offs made by using a treap do not work well for benchmarks with characteristics like fft (i.e., less reduction in the num-
number of intervals and smaller interval size).

**Analysis of Treap Overhead.** To better understand the treap operation overhead, we collected more data using three representative benchmarks, `fft`, `mmul`, and `sort`, where the STINT performs worse, comparable, and better than the comp+rts version (that utilizes a hashmap), respectively. Figure 6 shows the execution times and other stats of these benchmarks running baseline (no race detection), comp+rts, and STINT on different input sizes. The execution times shown here are the average of three runs.

As the input size increases, the number of intervals $n$ should increase as well, and we would like to understand how the overhead in STINT may grow. Given a treap operation, its overhead is $O(h + k)$ where $h$ is the height and $k$ is the number of overlapping intervals. In the worst case, $k$ can be large. The data in the two right-most columns, however, shows that $k$ is typically small, and the overhead per treap operation is dominated by the nodes visited (bounded by $O(h)$).

Given that the treap operation is dominated by the tree height, one would expect the operation overhead grows with $O(lg m)$ with high probability, where $m$ is the number of nodes in the tree. As such, in the worst case, the execution time of a benchmark can increase and grow with $O(n lg n)$, where $n$ is the number of intervals generated during execution. Fortunately, as the numbers on the left indicate, the race-detector overhead compared to the baseline (base) remains fairly stable across different input sizes. This may seem counterintuitive, but the numbers shown in treap $oh$ offer a clue: the overhead incurred by the treap data structures is relatively small compared to the rest of the race-detector overhead such that even if the treap overhead grows, the race-detector overhead is still dominated by other operations. Consequently, the treap overhead is too small to have much impact on the final execution time. The only exception to this is `fft`, which does not work well with using treap as its access history due its execution characteristics as explained earlier.

### 6 Related Work

Many tools employ some form of shadow memory to store shadow values of memory locations in the program-under-test; examples include memory checkers [18, 4, 31] and race detectors [27, 32, 12, 10, 2, 7, 25, 35]. Researchers have explored ways to optimize shadow memory data structures. Some schemes such as encoding the shadow values to reduce the space used for each memory location different schemes to encode the shadow values in order to minimize the amount of data stored for each memory location [17, 27, 32, 31, 5, 23] are tool specific and can affect the precision of the tool’s analysis. There are various versions of direct-mapped tables [5, 23, 21, 31] or multi-level translation schemes [41, 17] which are provide various trade-offs in terms of access time and space. Researchers have also explored optimizations, such as vectorization, for accessing and updating the ranges of entries in the shadow memory table [17].

Coalescing of accesses into intervals has been explored as an optimization in the context of data race detectors for pthreaded code RedCard [13] and SlimFast [22] use compile-time coalescing only and use a hashtable with one location per interval. Therefore, they can coalesce a set of variables only when the compiler can statically prove that they are accessed together in all strands (synchronization-free regions or SFRs in their terminology) so that a single key can be used to represent the set in the hashtable. In contrast, we employ runtime coalescing and our tool dynamically splits intervals as needed during runtime.

SlimState [38] and BigFoot [26] employ dynamic coalescing for (only) arrays. These tools convert an array into an object with multiple partitions with predefined access patterns (either contiguous or strided) and these partitions and their accessors are stored in shadow memory. These papers do not detail what data structures are used to store such partitions and how much overhead such an operation incurs, as execution time bound is not their primary focus. Our work focuses on coalescing memory accesses that span contiguous memory locations (i.e., intervals); it is not limited to arrays with particular access patterns. Moreover, we show that our treap construction allows for provably efficient insertion or updating of a new interval.

Work by Park et al. [20] is perhaps the most closely related to our work. Their data-race detector employs a skiplist to manage shadow memory. However, a key difference is their detector does not remove redundant intervals. If a new interval $x$ overlaps existing intervals $y$ and $z$, after insertion of $x$, all three intervals co-exist in the skiplist. Our work replaces the existing intervals upon insertion of $x$ (though $x$ is checked against $y$ and $z$). Doing so allows the insertion, update, or query of a given interval $x$ to be done in time $O(lg n + k)$, where $k$ is the number of intervals in the data structure that overlap with $x$ (in our data structure, none of these $k$ intervals overlap with each other). Park et al.’s bound for insertion, update, and query is $O(lg^2 n + k')$ time, where $k'$, the number of intervals in their data structure that overlap with $x$; however, this $k'$ may be much larger than the $k$ in our bound since many of these $k'$ intervals may overlap or even be duplicates of each other.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>base</th>
<th>comp+rts</th>
<th>STINT</th>
<th>hash oh</th>
<th>treap oh</th>
<th>hash ops</th>
<th>treap ops</th>
<th># nodes</th>
<th># overlaps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fft</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>58.65</td>
<td>80.21</td>
<td>41.45</td>
<td>63.01</td>
<td>2.60e8</td>
<td>1.42e8</td>
<td>29.29</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>125.66</td>
<td>180.03</td>
<td>88.44</td>
<td>142.81</td>
<td>5.21e8</td>
<td>2.85e8</td>
<td>28.54</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>226</td>
<td>304.92</td>
<td>489.71</td>
<td>207.72</td>
<td>392.50</td>
<td>1.22e9</td>
<td>6.83e8</td>
<td>29.56</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmul</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>27.20</td>
<td>27.03</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>4.19e7</td>
<td>1.05e7</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>219.25</td>
<td>220.82</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>3.36e8</td>
<td>8.39e7</td>
<td>19.31</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>1763.03</td>
<td>1793.49</td>
<td>122.05</td>
<td>152.51</td>
<td>2.68e9</td>
<td>6.71e8</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort</td>
<td>5.0e7</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>57.99</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>8.53e8</td>
<td>7.02e8</td>
<td>36.53</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0e8</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>70.80</td>
<td>115.72</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>1.71e9</td>
<td>1.45e7</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0e8</td>
<td>31.57</td>
<td>152.76</td>
<td>254.27</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>3.81e9</td>
<td>3.21e7</td>
<td>40.42</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Execution times of fft, mmul, and sort running on baseline (base, i.e., no race detection), comp+rts, and STINT on different input sizes, with overhead compared to base shown in parenthesis. On the right of the execution times, we also show various stats for comp+rts (using a hashmap) and STINT, where the oh indicates time spent on access history only, the ops indicates the number of hashmap / treap operations, the # nodes shows the average number of nodes visited per treap operation, and the # overlaps shows the average number of overlaps encountered per treap operation.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an optimization of access history to speed up race detectors for task parallel programs. While we focus on series-parallel programs in this paper, our design would work out of the box in other instances, such as race detector for pipelines or 2D grids [39, 8] since it is still sufficient to store one reader and one writer for each memory location. There are several directions of future work: First, for programming constructs such as futures, it is not sufficient to store one reader per memory location [36, 1] and generalizing our shadow memory to such programs would be interesting. Second, designing a parallel race detector with our optimized access history raises some interesting challenges — primarily, how to handle concurrent accesses to the binary search tree data structure while still maintaining efficiency, both theoretically and in practice. Finally, we would like to investigate the use of our shadow memory in tools other than race detection.
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A  Omitted Example in Section 3
A.1 Runtime Coalescing While more sophisticated compiler analysis can reveal additional opportunities to coalesce instrumentation, the inherent limitations of compile-time coalescing motivate runtime coalescing. Not only can the runtime coalesce accesses to matrix B shown in Algorithm 1 but it can also coalesce intervals that depend on the input. For example, Algorithm 2 presents pseudocode with input-dependent memory-access patterns that are difficult to identify at compile time. This pseudocode implements an insertion sort for the base case of the cilksort benchmark. In this base case, multiple executions of the inner loop (lines 4–8) may repeatedly store to the same range of memory locations between the pointers l and h. But because the store on line 6 is predicated on the comparison of input values on line 6, the compiler cannot statically determine the range of memory locations that this base case will store to. In contrast, runtime coalescing can identify these overlapping ranges and coalesce them.

Algorithm 2: Insertion-sort base case of cilksort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data:</th>
<th>Pointers l and h into an array A of n integers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result:</td>
<td>Integers between l and h are sorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>q ← l + 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>while q ≤ h do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a ← load(q); p ← q − 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>while p ≥ l do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>b ← load(p);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>if b &gt; a then store(p + 1, b);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>else break;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>p ← p − 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>store(p + 1, a);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B  Omitted Proofs in Section 4
Proof of Lemma 4.1.

Proof. We first look at the easier case of the write tree. First, note that REMOVEOVERLAP doesn’t add any new intervals, only removes or trims existing ones and neither does case A for INSERTWRITEINTERVAL. Cases B and D also just trim intervals, but do not add new ones. The only way a new interval is added is (a) x reaches a leaf node in case A and gets added (adding only one interval); or (b) in case C, we split an existing interval y and insert y1 and y2. In this case y1 and y2 are guaranteed to have no overlaps and get added at the leaves, causing an additional two intervals. Therefore, every time we insert a new interval, we add at most two additional intervals to the tree.

Now consider the more complicated case of the read tree. Again, just like the write tree, cases A–C do not add intervals to the tree. However, case D is interesting, because we call INSERTREADINTERVAL on both subtrees. There is no guarantee that these new x1 and x2 won’t also overlap with additional intervals further down the tree and subdivide further. In the worst case, if we had i intervals before a particular interval was added, we can have 2i + 1 intervals after it was added. Consider the following example: say we had [1, 2, a], [3, 4, b], and [5, 6, c] in the tree. If we read an interval [0, 7, d] where a, b, c are all left-of d, our tree will contain [0, 1, d], [1, 2, a], [2, 3, d], [3, 4, b], [4, 5, d], [5, 6, c], and [6, 7, d].

However, it turns out that the total number of intervals cannot double with every insertion. We will see this by counting not just intervals, but also gaps. Gaps are memory ranges between consecutive intervals—in our example before d is inserted, [0, 1], [2, 3], [4, 5], [5, −] are gaps. When we insert an interval that doesn’t overlap with any existing interval, we increase the number of intervals by exactly one and we increase the number of gaps by at most one, for a collective increase of at most 2 (we may not increase the number of gaps if the new interval is right next to another or decrease the number of gaps by one if we fill in the gap between two intervals). When we insert an interval that overlaps other intervals, we may increase the number of intervals by a lot, but only by filling in gaps. Therefore, the collective increase in the number of gaps and intervals is at most two in all cases. An empty tree has one gap. Since each insert increases the number of gaps and intervals (collectively) by at most 2, the total number of intervals is at most 2m + 1.

Proof of Lemma 4.2.

Proof. We first look at the easier case of the write tree. First, note that REMOVEOVERLAP doesn’t add any new intervals, only removes or trims existing ones and neither does case A for INSERTWRITEINTERVAL. Cases B and D also just trim intervals, but do not add new ones. The only way a new interval is added is (a) x reaches a leaf node in case A and gets added (adding only one interval); or (b) in case C, we split an existing interval y and insert y1 and y2. In this case y1 and y2 are guaranteed to have no overlaps and get added at the leaves, causing an additional two intervals. Therefore, every time we insert a new interval, we add at most two additional intervals to the tree.

Now consider the more complicated case of the read tree. Again, just like the write tree, cases A–C do not add intervals to the tree. However, case D is interesting, because we call INSERTREADINTERVAL on both subtrees. There is no guarantee that these new x1 and x2 won’t also overlap with additional intervals
Figure 7: Various execution statistics on memory accesses generated when running vanilla, with compiler coalescing (compiler), and with both compiler and runtime coalescing (both). The acc. and int. indicate the number of accesses / intervals that eventually made into the access history, shown in millions. The avg. shows the average size per interval accessed, and the sum shows the total size (in Mbytes) accessed. The (r) / (w) indicate read or write.

C Omitted Data in Section 5

Compile-Time vs. Runtime Coalescing. To get a better sense of how much the compile-time versus runtime coalescing can do, we separately collected various memory access pattern generated by running vanilla, compiler (compile-time coalescing) and by comp+rts (both compile-time and runtime), shown in Figure 7. First, we shall examine the numbers shown on the left side of the table: the numbers of accesses / intervals generated by all three version. In some benchmarks, such as mmul and heat, the compiler was able to coalesce in a non-negligible way, but in most benchmarks, the compiler could not coalesce as much. The runtime coalescing other the other hand, seems much more effective in coalescing and deduplicating, leading to two or three order of magnitude of decrease in the number of intervals. Moreover, the average sizes of intervals (avg.) tend to be a lot larger with runtime coalescing.

Another question is, how much impact does the runtime deduplication have in reducing the overhead. We can gauge the answer to this question by looking at the total bytes that made into the access history (sum), also shown in the table. If the runtime performs coalescing only but not deduplication, the total bytes accessed should not change from compiler to comp+rts. Thus, by comparing the total bytes accessed generated by compiler versus comp+rts, we can tell that most benchmarks benefit from deduplication.

This data, combining with the data in Figure 5, indicate that while both compile-time and runtime coalescing can be beneficial, the benefit from runtime is more significant.

C Hashmap vs. Treap.

Figure 8: The total time (in seconds) each benchmark spent updating its access history using hashmap (measured with comp+rts) versus treap.